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Submissions should be sent exclusively to
themelangebyartsci@gmail.com. Please attach your
submission to the email as a Word Document or Google
Doc, and indicate in your message what type of submission
it is (e.g. “historical fiction comic strip” or “interview with an
ArtSci alumnus”). If yours is a written piece, feel free to
attach any images you would like to accompany it on the
page or provide suggestions for accompanying illustrations
for our team of artists to take on! 

One of our editors will contact you directly within a few
days of the contribution deadline to notify you whether
there is space for your piece in the upcoming issue or
whether we will need to save it for a future issue. If your
piece is accepted, there will be a specific editorial timeline.
We reserve the right to reject submissions if they do not
follow our content guidelines.

Editors will work one-on-one with contributors to edit their
pieces. There will be an initial round of edits, which the
editor will return as feedback to the creator for any
necessary or suggested revisions. A final draft will be sent
from the creator back to the editor, who then will complete
final touch-ups. Please be available to make revisions to
your piece in the week following the contribution deadline,
since our turnaround time for edits will be quick!

Think about The Melange and all of its content as
aiming to be community-building: when designing
your submission, check with yourself: “Is this
contribution supportive of my ArtSci community?”
(though your contribution doesn’t have to be about
ArtSci!)
If you want to create a piece on a faculty member,
admin, student, or alumni, please get their consent
(and evidence of consent, to show our editors) for the
specific way in which you will be portraying them
before you create or submit your piece.

Note: Merely referring to an individual in passing
(i.e. when they’re not the subject of your piece)
doesn’t require formal consent, but please note
that The Melange’s editors reserve the right to
edit these names out of a piece if their inclusion is
inappropriate.

Please aim to keep submissions under two pages
maximum/1000 words. We will assess submissions on
a case-by-case basis, but generally we are looking for
short pieces.

We accept poetry, short stories, comic strips, recipes,
humour and satire, book reviews, reflections, visual art,
fun riddles or crossword puzzles, and any other categories
of submissions you come up with! Be as creative as you
want! We can’t wait to enjoy your work :)

Our vision is for The Melange to be a light-hearted and
enjoyable read, to shine light on what constitutes the
ArtSci experience (in terms of our formal degrees, but also
in terms of day-to-day goings-on!), and to bring ArtSci
students together to appreciate each other’s written and
visual talent. 

We want The Melange to be a positive force within the
ArtSci community; as such, we will not be accepting or
publishing submissions that are discriminatory or hateful.
There is room for thoughtful critique or for kind-hearted
teasing in the name of humour or satire, but there is not
room for pieces that insult anyone, are hurtful, or
perpetuate racism, sexism, homophobia, transphobia,
ableism, or religious discrimination. We also want all
information published in The Melange to be factual,
correct, and clear; please note that fact-checking and
resulting edits for non-fictional pieces will be included in
the editorial process.

Vision statement

Some guidelines for creating your content

Submission and editorial process

Alright y’all. We made it. By the time you’re reading this,
exams will be over, and you’ll no longer have any sense of
time in that strange in-between-holidays wormhole. I can
picture it now: reading this issue in your pajamas, a cup of tea
beside you while your cat snuggles you by the fireplace. The
holidays are a mere few weeks we get to spend away from the
relentless chains of the capitalist machine, and I am honoured
you’re taking time out of yours to read this issue we’ve
carefully crafted! 

2021 has been a wild one. This year, I learned you can play
games with squids, perfected smiling with my eyes when my
mask is on, and discovered that corporations can find a way to
ruin everything, even meme culture. Yes, friends, I’m referring
to the yasssification of Spotify. What is that all about, anyway?
I go to Spotify for music - everyone knows the best memes are
still on Tumblr. Personally, I think we did a way better job at
this #wrapped thing than Spotify, but I'll allow you to judge
that for yourself.
 
That’s all from me. Bye, Felicia! 

Sneha Wadhwani & the Melange Editorial Team 
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Someone's daughter braids someone's mother's hair 
In someone's empty kitchen.  
Someone's mother would do anything 
For someone's daughter. 
This empty kitchen smells like cigarette smoke 
And oranges. Someone needs a haircut.  
  
Someone's daughter looks like someone's mother 
And wears someone's mother's mother's pearls 
When she goes out to someone else's party. 
Someone's mother needs new glasses.  
This empty kitchen is sun-soaked 
and warm. Someone should sweep. 
  
Someone's so-called daughter closes her eyes, 
And someone's mother falls asleep. 
Hands braid someone's daughter's hair  
And someone's mother's hands reach back in the mirror.  
Someone's teeth bite into an orange 
And someone's tongue tastes blood. 
  
Daughter, someone's swept you under the rug. 
Mother, someone's kept you sweeping. 
One lonesome chair sits in this empty kitchen  
And does not speak. There is something to say, 
And someone's someone should say it. 

1

Charlotte Johnston, 
Level III 

1

Jayda Hewitt, 
Level I
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Getting
 beach. The ocean lapped the shore loudly,
quickly obscuring their conversation. Along
the beach, they found a smooth, east-
facing log to sit on. 

    “I can’t believe they fell asleep already.”
Ella eyed James as she gauged whether he
was as happy to be alone together as she
was. Their friends weren’t bad, but James
was more interesting than the rest of them,
and he didn’t talk as much when they were
in a group. 

  James’ eyes searched her face sincerely.
“Really?” He raised his eyebrows and
grinned as he shifted his gaze to the sand in
front of them. “I thought they never
would.” He avoided looking at her. Ella felt
the breath catch in her throat. Even as it
was happening, she missed this moment. 
 
 Ella shrieked with laughter for hours as
James joked about their parents and
ranted about Catholicism. As the sun’s first
rays spread over the ocean, she felt her
heart sink. Something had shifted between
them. What had been building for months
was finally clear and unavoidable. She
would never experience the feverish
blossoming of feelings for him again. 
  
IV 
 At twenty-four, Ella is happy enough. She
can no longer party two nights in a row, but
somehow, she doesn’t want to. She has lost
the wonder of her childhood and the
emotional extremes of her teens. Her life is
beautiful, peaceful, and stable. In every
moment, she chooses to care for herself.  
 
Her biggest regret and worst fear is that
she will never be a child again. She can’t
remember what it felt like to ride the bus to
elementary school or to be picked up from
a day of high school by her mother. But
nothing will change this, and she has
stopped trying to recreate the mindsets she
is nostalgic for by living wildly. 
 

Old
This piece was inspired by the Lorde songs Ribs
and Stoned at the Nail Salon.
 
I 
 On the morning of her seventh birthday,
Ella woke up with a violent shiver. Blood
seemed to pulse through her veins in sharp
waves as she scanned her shadowed room
for signs of danger. A thin beam of light
shone through her yellow curtains,
illuminating the bumps on the wall next to
her pillow. She squeezed her eyes closed
and tried to forget she was there; if she
could forget herself, she would become
invisible to the stranger. 

 After a while, satisfied the witch had lost
interest, Ella opened her eyes. She slid up
out of the cozy cover-pocket created by her
body, preserving its shape for later.
Hugging her knees to her chest and resting
her chin there, Ella felt her throat begin to
ache. How long would it take her to forget
what it was like to be six? She crept out of
her bed and across the hallway into her
parents’ room, knowing that, on her
birthday, her mom wouldn’t make her
sleep on the carpet next to the creepy
underside of their bed.  

 “Happy birthday,” her mom whispered
excitedly as Ella slid under the covers and 

became the little spoon. Ella said nothing.
The pit in her stomach grew as she
remained silent. She looked down at her
hands and extended the five fingers of her
left hand and the index and middle fingers
of her right hand, counting up to seven. Her
mom reached over and pulled the lamp
string, squinting as the room lit up. She sat
up and turned to face Ella. “What’s up,
Bambi?” she asked. Ella felt her face contort
as she held back tears. She buried her face
in her mom’s warm shoulder.  

 “I want to be seven forever,” she
whispered. 

II 
    Ella loved to clean the house, but she’d be
damned if she ever did it at her parents’
request.  Her first time staying home alone
crept up on her. She was twelve and not in
the mood to attend another one of her
sister’s rugby games, and, to her immense
surprise, her parents decided she didn’t
have to. She was thrilled. As soon as their
car was out of sight, she deflated. What
now? She pressed play on the song her
parents had been listening to on the
speaker system the night before. 
  
All these people drinking lover’s spit 
Sit around and clean their face with it 
You know it’s time that we grow old and do
some shit…. 
  
 Ella sang along to the music as she
vacuumed, folded the blankets, and sticky-
rolled the couches. The square patch of
sunlight stretched ominously across the
wooden floor as the afternoon passed.
You’re getting old, it breathed. 

III 
 It was 3:00 in the morning when their
friends dozed off in the tent. The sunrise
was less than three hours out, so Ella and
James unzipped the mosquito-net door
and walked past their cars down to the 

Words by Elle Klassen,  Level IV
Art by Grainne Mangan, Level I



My room on residence faces Cootes, and I've been privileged to see the way it changes as the seasons
progress. More than once (or several times), I've picked up my camera and a friend to shoot some film
photos during golden hour. Here's some of my favorites from the fall. I wish I could've shot some of the deer
I've seen, but they're too damn fast! 

Alina Maria Pace, 
Level I
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A Taller Friend  
The Living Picture

0:00 1:06

Alina Maria  Pace, 
Level I
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artsci top songs of 2021 - Quinn Macpherson,
Level IV



1 bottle (25 oz) white wine (I used chardonnay, but you do
you!) 
25 oz (3 cups) white grape juice 

Note: if you want a stronger sangria, this is where you should
cut back! I would go down to 2 cups if you want the wine to
shine :D 

1 cup halved cranberries (save some extras to use in your Yule
Mule!) 
½ cup halved blackberries 
2 Granny Smith apples (cored & chopped but NOT peeled! We
want that pretty green.) 
At least 12 oz (one 355 mL can) club soda 

Initially: a pitcher or punch bowl 
When serving: a large wine glass or hurricane glass 

I have compiled – and taste-tested – three festive cocktail recipes
that might help you take your holiday drink game to the next
level. In general, my at-home bartending philosophy is that the
only ingredient needing careful measurement is the liquor! Trust
your gut on the quantities of the mixers and the toppings. Also, if
you’re planning a cocktail night, be sure to freeze some ice cubes
WELL IN ADVANCE. Turning that tray upside down and popping
out half-frozen slushy chunks is an awkward look – and your drink
will end up being unnecessarily diluted. On that note: good luck
and enjoy! 

Sangria is a punch made from wine and fruit, often supplemented
with juice or brandy. Traditionally, sangrias use red wine, but The
Melange likes to endorse the edgier choice in any face-off. The
trick to making an impressive pitcher of sangria is to let it sit in the
fridge for at least a few hours (or even better, overnight!). With
time to soak, the fruit will infuse its mellow goodness into the
punch and unite the flavours. 

Makes a pitcher & contains about 8 individual drinks.

Ingredients: 

Most appropriate vessels: 

Chop the cranberries, blackberries, and apples! Feel free to
make substitutions, as long as the colours are Christmas-y.
Pears and raspberries are other good options. 
Add fruit, wine, and grape juice to the pitcher or punch bowl.
Stir.  
Cover with saran wrap or an eco-friendly alternative.
Refrigerate for at least three hours. 
Serve into individual glasses, with an ice cube or two! Be sure
to get a few pieces of fruit in each serving. 
Top off with club soda, to taste. 

Instructions: 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Mocktail version: Use kombucha instead of wine! Flavours that
might work well with this recipe include cranberry, peach, and
grape. If you do opt for kombucha, consider adding a bit less club
soda at the end of the recipe. You could  also just skip the
kombucha/wine and let fruit soak into grape juice – still very tasty
& festive.  

5

Getting Into the Holiday Spirit(S)!
Cocktail recipes for the most wonderful
time of the year 

Jadyn Westenberg, 
Level I

1.5 oz vodka (one standard-sized Canadian shot glass) 
1.5 oz cranberry juice (reuse that shot glass) 
3 oz ginger beer (re-reuse that shot glass) 

You can buy ginger beer at most supermarkets! Nations
(Jackson Square) has small glass bottles if you don’t want to
commit to a 2L. 

0.5 oz lime juice (approx. ½ lime – or a hearty squeeze of
ReaLime) 
2-3 mint leaves 

Last resort alternative: a TINY smudge of peppermint extract 
4-5 cranberries – these are a festive garnish, but you can eat
them too! They are bitter but super healthy. 

Tip: freeze these berries in advance! They could replace some of
the ice in your glass, to help reduce water dilution. 

Classic copper mule mug 
Old-fashioned cocktail glass 

Double the recipe (your sister wants to try one too). 
Rub one mint leaf between your fingers, then smear it around
the bottom and inner sides of your cup. Leave it there (it will
become beautiful).  
Add ice (and frozen cranberries, if applicable) to your mule
mug or old-fashioned glass, filling it about half or a third of
the way. 
Pour in a shot of vodka. Briefly pretend that you’re Roger
Sterling drinking vodka on the rocks. 
Add the lime juice, then the cranberry juice. Stir to combine. 
Top off the glass with ginger beer. Garnish with a few
additional cranberries, and with another mint leaf or two.
(Yes – just plop them into the glass). 
Celebrate :) 

Did you assume that, because I come from a line of Russian
Mennonites, I enjoy a good Moscow Mule? You would be right!
This snazzy, ginger-y cocktail is one of the classics, but it can dress
itself up for Christmas.

Ingredients: 

Most appropriate vessels:  

Instructions: 
The non-carbonated Moscow mule ingredients are typically
shaken together before the ginger beer is added, but I bet that the
average ArtSci does not own a cocktail shaker-strainer set. If you
have one: you probably know what to do! If you don’t: keep
reading. 

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
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1.5 oz (standard shot glass) of Fireball Whiskey (“tastes like
heaven, burns like hell”) 
1 cup of apple cider 
Cinnamon stick and/or powdered cinnamon 
Optional: a teaspoon or two of maple syrup 

ArtSci Welcome Week Mug 
Beer stein (thick glass with handle) 

Consider making a big batch (several boys x 2h 15min Love
Actually =?) 
Heat your apple cider to the desired temperature. Use a
steaming wand, if you have one, to make it foamy. Otherwise,
heat the cider in a small pot on the stove or in your mug in the
microwave. 
Add the whiskey. Stir carefully (it’s hot!). 
Sprinkle some cinnamon on top and/or artfully position the
cinnamon stick. Add the maple syrup for additional
sweetness, if desired. 
Relax and enjoy :) 

Mocktail version: Just cut the vodka! Ginger beer is non-alcoholic
(please believe me – it is); it’s such a strong-tasting soda that your
virgin Mule will still pack a punch. 

Purists wouldn’t call this cinnamon whiskey cider a hot toddy, but
it might do the same trick. This drink is simple and warm:
appropriate for before bedtime, for when you’re fighting a cold
(hence its comparison to a hot toddy), or for when you and the
boys are having a cozy holiday movie night. 

Ingredients:  

Tip: If you are lacking apple cider, try hot chocolate! (Please - don’t
heat apple juice if you can help it). In the hot chocolate variation, a
cinnamon stick still works.

Most appropriate vessels: 

Instructions: 

Mocktail version: Sans Fireball, this drink is just hot apple cider –
but that is perfectly acceptable.  
 
The Melange insists that you drink responsibly. Happy Holidays!  

Morghen Jael, 
Level IV

6



Moonage Daydream  
David Bowie

0:00 2:36

7

Maya Zabian, 
Level III

artsci top songs of 2021 - Molly Griesbach,
Level II ARTsci's
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Do you like artistsDo you like artists
with excitingwith exciting

personas?personas?  

Did you listen toDid you listen to
over 10,000 minutesover 10,000 minutes

of music this year?of music this year?   
YesDo you consider yourDo you consider your

music taste to "not bemusic taste to "not be
like other girls?"like other girls?"   

NO What energyWhat energy
level are youlevel are you
looking for ?looking for ?   

No

Yes Upbeat

Do you prefer liveDo you prefer live
and/or acousticand/or acoustic
instruments?instruments?  

What type ofWhat type of
beat are youbeat are you
looking for?looking for?   

Chill

Ye
s 

Totally indifferent Totally indifferent

Are you onAre you on
TikTok?TikTok?  

Do you prefer forDo you prefer for
all lyrics to be inall lyrics to be in

English?English?  

Are you looking toAre you looking to
expand yourexpand your

2SLGBTQ+2SLGBTQ+
discography?discography?  

yes

a pop beat Something groovy
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I prefer if some are not Yes PLease

Are you lookingAre you looking
for a dancefor a dance

party?party?   Yes

Little
Simz

Little
Simz

Milky
Chance
Milky

Chance

I don't know about you all, but I am personally offended when people say shit
like, "I hate Spotify Wrapped season. No one cares." Excuse me, Chad, I care!! I
want to know everything about everyone's music taste, and rest assured, if you
posted your Spotify Wrapped this month, I pondered over it for at least a few
minutes with great consideration.  

I know what you may be thinking, "But Emily, did you even post yours?" 

No, I did not. But there is an explanation for that. I did not want to put my music
on blast for everyone to see and judge, and I am entitled to my sad girl music on
my own terms... ok fine, it was Sufjan Stevens. I hope you are satisfied,
hypothetical Melange reader. 

We ran an Instagram poll to find out your top artists, and I have picked four
which are not as widely listened to as say, Taylor or Olivia, but are great
nonetheless. Consider this quiz a music recommendation from your fellow
ArtScis. If you do check out any of these artists, we'd love for you to share your
reactions with us on Instagram (@themelangebyartsci)! Enjoy!

ye
s Do you preferDo you prefer

group or sologroup or solo
vocals?vocals?   
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Do you enjoyDo you enjoy
rap/hip-hop?rap/hip-hop?  

No

No
t t
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ay

No
 

Emily Louro, 
Level IV

Christine and
the Queens 

Christine and
the Queens 



Under velvet snow, 
skates glide in silence; 
the chickadee calls. 

Wendy D’Angelo (ARTSSCI 1B03:
Writing) 

Aside from grading (well, how much time will that leave?) I
hope to get up to nothing much of consequence, or at least
that you’d want to know about (truly). Well, if you did, it
would take hours! There are novels to read (a big fat Franzen,
the latest Miriam Toews, Casey Plett, and Katherena
Vermette, as well as Omar El Akkad’s Giller winner What
Strange Paradise), films to see (gonna rewatch Tarkovsky’s
Andrei Rublev and Jane Campion’s Power of the Dog, and
there’s a pile to catch up on), and . . . well, that’s triple the
word count! 

Peter Travis Kroeker (ARTSSCI 1A06: Practice of Knowledge) 

 
Over this winter break I am very much looking forward to
cuddles with my new baby girl, Lincoln, whom we welcomed
on November 29th. 

Becca Collins-Nelsen (ARTSSCI 1C03: Global Challenges
Inquiry & ARTSSCI 3B03: Technology & Society I) 

 

Scattered Transmissions and Collected Remarks 

13

 

9

School's out and we haven't laid eyes on A2L in weeks. . . but that doesn't mean that our professors have disappeared into the
ether! We know what we've been up to — rewatching “Queen's Gambit,” finally opening that email from back in October — but
we were curious about the plans of our ArtSci profs. We collected an assortment of (real and verified!) statements from professors
about their winter break hopes and expectations. The responses are as varied as the ArtSci curriculum — everything from leisure
activities to further academic pursuits to holiday traditions. (@Professors, we hope you enjoy peering into your colleagues'
personal lives. On a more diplomatic note: thank you for your contributions ).  

Move over, gingerbread! I will design a charcuterie chalet with
my husband, an architect, and devour it in Halifax with my in-
laws. Plus, time to meet a new Senator friend. 

Vass Bednar (ARTSSCI 4DS3: Digital Society and Public Policy) 

 

Holidays were made for reading and early morning
cinnamon buns with coffee. The days grow short, the nights
grow long, and time with my family, my favourite blanket,
and a comfy chair are the things that dreams are made of!  

Adrianne Xavier (ARTSSCI 1CC3: Indigenous Studies) 

Over the break I plan to
read Sallie Tisdale’s
new book on Survivor,
fly down hills on a
toboggan with my kids,
and figure out what a
polka dot tastes like. 

Hartley Jafine
(ARTSSCI 3CL3:
Theatre, Self, and
Social Development) 

At this point in the year I’m usually completely exhausted—like
my students—from the rigours of the term. But being on research
leave means that I am afforded the opportunity to step away from
the rhythms of teaching. Time is happening in a novel way, and if I
am lucky, there’s more Kairos than Chronos. I’ve been spending my
weeks thinking and writing about Immanuel Kant, my
wonderwall, so I’m feeling a different kind of depletion: he’s such
a difficult cat, always several steps ahead of me, at once
maddening and inspiring. —Like the teacher I would like to be!
But the winter break is also an intense time of reflection, a
moment to embrace loved ones and offer heartfelt thanks for the
life that I live in this terrible and beautiful world. This year that
gratitude is coloured by a complicated loss. I recently learned that
an old friend took her own life, after having lived with a severe
mental illness for thirty years. I don’t understand why or how this
happened. I can only grieve. Jacques Derrida’s memorable words
hail me: “Tears remind us that eyes are for more than seeing.” 

David L. Clark (ARTSSCI 2A06: Social and Political Thought) (on
leave) 

 

Audrey Wu, 
Level III

Over the winter break, I will be taking my greyhound, Karl, on lots of
snowy hikes. 

Danielle Martak (ARTSSCI 2A06: Social and Political Thought) 

Over the winter holidays, I hope to live every moment aspiring to honor,
and be true to, the spirit of the following haiku poem:  

The storehouse having burnt down //  
Nothing obscures the view // 
Of the bright moon. 

Megumi Harada (ARTSSCI 1D06: Calculus) 

I love the rhythm of spending time with loved ones
near and far, as we celebrate Christmas and the New
Year, and with my Lit class as I read their “musical and
magical and meaningful” (DQ 29) papers! 

Jean Wilson (ARTSSCI 3A06: Literature)  

What I'm supposed to be doing: heading to the UK to follow Tottenham
Hotspur around.  

What I'll probably be doing: counting Omicron cases and wondering
why they didn't just call it Omega. 

Mat Savelli (ARTSSCI 1C03: Global Challenges Inquiry) 
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I'm bringing 8 strangers together for a car trip to Seneca Falls, New York, home of the first
American women’s rights convention. Nothing creates friendships like long drives & the fight for
equality. Then, a writing spree to clear my backlog of Goodreads reviews. I’m closing out with a
deep dive into the planimeter, a device that measures an object’s area by measuring its perimeter
(spooky!). 

Matthew Jordan (ARTSSCI 4HS3: History of Science) 

Congrats to ArtScis for finishing virtual school! My plans? Write. Fire and
chai. Two traditions. Toronto family. Corny jokes. RBG Winter Wonders
with my wife. Meditate. Prep 4 courses. Worry. 

Daniel Coren (ARTSSCI 1BB3: Argumentation) 

Aside from spending time with family, I don’t
have anything planned for the holidays, which
feels lovely! Maybe I’ll learn to knit. More likely:
I’ll watch old movies and listen to audiobooks
while walking my dogs. 

Beth Marquis (ARTSSCI 1C03: Global Challenges
Inquiry & ARTSSCI 3B03: Technology & Society I)
(on leave) 

Lego. When our sons moved out, they left a closet of scattered Lego sets,
fortunately still with instructions. To sort, disassemble, and bag
complete sets to send to our grandson, first I have to reassemble the
pieces. I’m feeling like a kid again.

David Lozinski (ARTSSCI 2R03: Statistics) 

Morghen Jael, Level IV
Navya Sheth, Level II

Jayden Westenberg, 
Level I



the hamilton housing crisis  

shortages of affordable housing and
shelter space, advocates for the unhoused
secured a court injunction that prevented
the City from removing encampments
from July to October 2020 (11). The
injunction was then replaced with the
“encampment protocol,” which ostensibly
allowed encampments of up to five people
to stay in place for 14 days before being
removed (11). Although the City did not
always adhere to this timeline and often
tore down encampments within 14 days of
their establishment, the protocol offered
some degree of legal protection for
encampment residents that did not exist
before the pandemic (3). In August 2020,
the City council voted to remove the
encampment protocol and reinstate
unlimited encampment teardowns (12). On
November 2, 2021, after a failed attempt by
housing advocates to establish another
injunction against encampment removal,
the City resumed its pre-pandemic practice
of tearing down all existing encampments
as soon as they are established (12). 

 During encampment teardowns, city
workers give residents little to no notice –
at most a few days, or as little as a few
minutes – before confiscating and
disposing of any belongings that remain
onsite (3). Hamilton Police Services are
present at every teardown to ensure that
encampment residents “comply” and do
not protest the removal of their belongings
(7). The City also sends housing outreach
workers to support residents in finding
housing so that they are not evicted with
nowhere to go (7). However, recent data
from the City shows that outreach workers
only secured housing for 15% of the
residents they interacted with between
January and July 2021 (2). With affordable
housing extremely limited, shelters full,
and the City housing outreach process for
evicted encampment residents ineffective,
teardowns achieve little more than
repeatedly uprooting unhoused individuals
and forcing them to find new green spaces
on which to pitch tents (12)

is not accidental 
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 Hamilton has a housing crisis. As of 2021,
Hamilton is one of the most unaffordable
places to live in North America, falling
closely behind Toronto, in second place,
and Vancouver, in first (1). One outcome of
the housing crisis is that at least several
hundred Hamilton residents are
indefinitely unhoused* (2). While some
access city shelters and others are on
shelter wait lists, many unhoused citizens
access housing in the forms of couch-
hopping and encampments (2). As a result,
it is extremely difficult to accurately
estimate the true number of unhoused
individuals currently living in Hamilton.
  
 Encampments are groups of one or more
tents in which unhoused people live. For
those who cannot afford housing,
encampments provide greater shelter,
community, and dignity than do living and
sleeping outside (3). While many residents
live in encampments rather than shelters
due to the lack of shelter space in
Hamilton, others cite unsafe or
discriminatory shelter conditions (4).
Although encampments do not offer
washroom facilities or substantial
protection from weather conditions, they
do provide certain forms of safety and
agency that shelters lack. Many unhoused
people experience shelters as unsafe due to
the risk of theft, the lack of accessibility for
those with physical or mental disabilities,
the prohibition of drug use, the possibility
of being exposed to COVID-19, and the
possibility of having a substance use
relapse due to exposure to users (4). Others
live in encampments because shelters
would not allow them to keep all their
belongings or to live with their partners or
pets and because shelters would restrict
their lifestyles through curfews and other
rules (3). Staying in encampments rather
than shelters is often the only option for
unhoused people whose circumstances are
incompatible with shelter conditions (10).  

 In Hamilton, encampments are typically
set up in public green spaces such as parks 

and the edges of forested areas (3). They
are often located in secluded areas to
enable privacy, although this is not always
possible (3). Some citizens argue that they
do not feel safe using public parks that
have encampments due to the presence of
unhoused individuals and their belongings
(9). Such anti-encampment sentiments
highlight not only the conflation of
unhoused individuals with dangerous
criminals, but also the prioritization of
recreational space for housed individuals
over living space for unhoused individuals

(9). These prejudices can be observed in the
moralizing language used by citizens and
City councillors, whose dehumanization of
encampment residents is evident in their
descriptions of parks with encampments as
“completely out of hand” (12) and “overrun”
(9). Correspondingly, the City of Hamilton
views encampments as threats to public
health and wellbeing, associating them
with theft, litter, violence, and drug
paraphernalia (9), even though citizens
reporting these trends admit causation
cannot be proven (12). City bylaws thus
“prohibit camping on City property,
including park areas” (8).  

Before the pandemic, the bylaws were used
to justify the regular removal of
encampments and the displacement of
unhoused people by city workers (8).
COVID-19 exacerbated housing issues in
Hamilton, increasing rent prices, illegal
evictions, and housing instability, and
therefore increasing the unhoused
population (10). In response to subsequent 

 

 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/hamilton/affordability-canada-1.6034606 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/hamilton/encampment-shelter-residents-housing-1.6171469 
This is information I have collected firsthand through my work as a member of the Hamilton Encampment Support Network. 
https://www.thespec.com/news/hamilton-region/2021/11/06/homeless-encampment-hamilton-police-enforcement.html 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/hamilton/encampment-1.6209363 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/hamilton/gord-smyth-encampment-apartment-1.6261025 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/hamilton/encampments-homeless-prohibition-1.6169483 
https://www.hamilton.ca/government-information/news-centre/news-releases/city-resume-enforcement-park-bylaws-
following-court 
https://www.thespec.com/news/hamilton-region/2021/09/25/hamilton-homeless-encampments.html 
https://www.sprc.hamilton.on.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/SPRC-Hamilton-Social-Landscape-Housing-Homelessness-
Health-Pandemic-May-2021.pdf 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/hamilton/encampment-protocol-vote-1.6135748 
https://www.thespec.com/news/hamilton-region/2021/11/02/hamilton-encampment-court-challenge.html 
https://www.chch.com/hamilton-mayor-talks-encampments/ 
https://www.vox.com/2014/5/30/5764096/homeless-shelter-housing-help-solutions 
https://www.thespec.com/news/council/2020/10/07/hamilton-city-councillors-blame-activists-for-homeless-encampments.html 
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 While local organizations that work to
house citizens say that Hamilton shelters
are full and the waitlists are years long (2),
Mayor Eisenberger continues to insist that
shelters have space for evicted
encampment residents (13). Despite City
data stating that outreach workers fail to
(even temporarily, in shelters) house 85%
of unhoused individuals they interact with
(2), Eisenberger stands by a judge’s
November ruling that the City is
“appropriately dealing with encampment
issues” (13). According to the City’s own
data (2), this “appropriate” strategy is not
housing people, but continually removing
them from the public eye (12). The City’s
refusal to acknowledge that investing in
affordable housing is less expensive than
sustaining shelters and encampment
teardowns (14) reflects a deep prejudice
against unhoused individuals. The
continuation of the harmful and ineffective
encampment removal strategy
demonstrates the City’s prejudiced belief
that unhoused individuals are to blame for
their lack of housing, and that, given
housing, they would squander it and end 

  

 up unhoused again, either by
irresponsibility or by choice (15). The
housing  crisis is not a mistake: the City’s
refusal to prioritize investing in affordable
housing is a key strategy in the
maintenance of class divisions that imply
an understanding of socioeconomic status
as a reflection of one’s value and potential
rather than the result of systemic
inequalities. 

 2021 has seen the Hamilton Encampment
Support Network (HESN) and other
community organizations advocate with
renewed vigour for the City to cease
encampment teardowns and reinvest the
associated funds from police and city
worker salaries in more affordable housing
(3). These organizations are gaining
momentum in raising public awareness
that the City of Hamilton effectively
perpetuates and sustains the housing crisis
by funding temporary measures such as
shelter expansion and the enforcement of
encampment teardowns rather than
investing in affordable housing. City
council is largely comprised of individuals

 who support the current housing strategy
(11), but ultimately, the City serves the
people. It cannot refuse a community of
Hamiltonians standing in solidarity with
the unhoused population. 

If you are interested in learning more about
housing advocacy in Hamilton, follow
@hamontesn on Instagram. HESN is a
community-led organization that directly
supports unhoused individuals by providing
supplies and advocating for affordable housing
and the immediate end of encampment
teardowns. 
 
* I use the term “unhoused” rather than
“homeless” because it is a more accurate
description and does not carry the false
implication that those who lack housing
necessarily lack a “home”. People
experience “home” in many ways outside of
having a physical residence. 

Elle Klassen 
Level IV
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When I asked my fellow first years what it was about winter break
that excited them most, the number one response was a break
from school. I can’t say that response was entirely unexpected.
Rather, it was wearingly predictable— because I feel the exact
same way. I have a lengthy, possibly overly ambitious list of things
I’m going to do when I get home: watch a dozen shows (among
them are Fleabag, Succession, and Westworld); finish an embroidery
project I swore I would finish three months ago; and maybe see if I
can still read for fun (this one might be a lost cause). Mostly, I’m
just excited to wake up one day and have absolutely no
assignments calling to me.  

           

How will our university
experience change?  
A meditation from a nervous first year

1

Riley Wilson, 
Level I
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The next questions I had in my poll were what everyone was most
excited or nervous for in the upcoming months of school. The
number one response for the former was in-person classes: the
rush of meeting new people, attending classes with the prof
you’ve only ever seen on Zoom, and discussions with real raised
hands instead of emojis. Strangely enough, the number one
answer for the latter was also in-person classes: waking up earlier,
taking in-person tests where professors no longer permit
collaboration, managing the workload, and walking from class to
class. Though in-person classes are not guaranteed next semester,
the fears and hopes attached to them are reflected in each other:
two sides of the same coin. 

 Based solely on wistful stories from friends who have had
university in-person, I’ve gathered that in-person classes will
probably be both of those things: awful on the Monday morning
that I have to wake up at 8 am and book it to class, and wonderful
when I get to stand outside talking to everyone afterwards. Still,
the great parts of in-person classes can’t completely eclipse the
fact that I haven’t taken an in-person exam in three years.
Ultimately, whatever I may think I know, when it comes down to
it, I have no idea what next semester will look like. I’m trying to be
ok with that. Nonetheless, third and fourth and fifth year ArtScis,
if you see us first and second years wandering around campus,
please say hi — chances are we have no idea what is going on. 

Graine Mangan,
Level I

A List of Activities That are More Fun Than
Thinking About What You are Going to Do
After You Graduate 
1. Eating sand  
2. Eating cookies  
3. Making your housemates participate in a Satanic ritual  
4. Listening to folklore  
5. Listening to “I Knew You Were 
     Trouble” but the version with
     goats screaming during the chorus
6. Running into someone who ghosted you while you are wearing a
     sexy maid costume 
7. Planning next year’s Halloween costume and wondering if it is
     possible to top the Sexy Dementor costume at 2019 ArtSci
     Halloween  
8. Learning all the words to “Big Ol Freak” by Megan Thee Stallion  
9. Getting into an argument with your friends over whether Canada
     is a good country (they think it is, you think it isn’t) 
10. Procrastinating taking out a cardboard box of broken glass
       that’s been sitting in your living room since September  
11. Going to the Hamilton farmer’s market and spending seventeen
      dollars on tamales  
12. Glaring at the anti-maskers in Mills  
13. Putting up a big fuss when your 
       friends with remaining meal
       plan money offer to pay for your coffee, then (bravely) accepting
       the free latte 
14. Buying concert tickets  
15. Buying books that you don’t have time to read because you still
       have a hundred and twenty pages left of Odyssey 
16. Reading Odyssey  
17. Not reading Odyssey 
18. Eating Chung-Chun while stoned 
19. Listening to Solar Power while stoned 
20. Getting stoned 
21. Saying, “I wish them the best,” while really wishing them the
        worst
22. Putting on an impromptu performance of Rocky Horror Picture
        Show; you play all the parts and give an especially rousing
         rendition of “Touch-a, Touch-a, Touch Me” which everyone
         agrees came from a super authentic place
23. Researching how much money you would make if you let
 yourself get hit by an HSR bus 
24. Calling your mom
25. Researching seasonal affective disorder lamps 
 

 26. Having war flashbacks to
         the full year of online school 
27. Thinking about how you might be 
        ready for grad school had you not 
         been forcibly locked in your house,
         depression- watching Buffy the 
          Vampire Slayer, for eight months straight  
28. Watching Buffy the Vampire Slayer
 29. Fantasizing about an alternate 
         reality where your exchange  
         wasn’t cancelled and a horde of 
         gorgeous Dutch people are
         madly in love with you 
30. Cursing neoliberalism while still not really knowing what it is 
31. Tasting vomit in your mouth anytime someone mentions the
       MCAT or the LSAT 
32. Getting mistaken for a pre-law and questioning the entire way
        you present yourself 
33. Dying your hair orange in an attempt to shed your supposed
        pre-law vibe 
34. Getting brutally rejected by your friend’s cat 
35. Going on a weekend-long Gin Smash bender because you
      “deserve it”  
36. Writing Edward/Bella fanfiction that tops the Wattpad charts 
37. Thinking about which of your friends are most like the
       different Succession characters and secretly hoping that
        everyone agrees you’re Shiv  
38. Spotify-stalking different people in your year and judging their
        taste in music  
39. Accidentally staying up until 3am because you’re only 21 and
        how the hell are you supposed to know what to do next and
         you still feel sixteen and stunted on the inside and is there any
         way you can make a deal with Satan to stay young
         forever?!?!?!!
40. Knitting 

Words by Gillian Maltz,
Level IV
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Liar  
Loïc Nottet

0:00 2:14

Maya Zabian, 
Level III

artsci top songs of 2021 - Anonymous

Caroline Bredin. Stop right there, reader. I see you and I appreciate you. I ask you not to flip forward, but to read the length
of this page. 

Caroline Bredin. Do you know that name? Why do I keep saying Caroline Bredin? 

Because, dear reader, the late (although very much still living) Caroline Bredin was The Melange’s very first layout editor.
She has since taken a step back, leaving us writers and artists in the more than capable hands of Maya Zabian and Amanda
Dam. This our first issue without her. 

We wanted to celebrate her—her contributions, her creativity, and her vision—because, reader, without Caroline Bredin,
The Melange would have no blender, no smoothies, and would be a tangle of interesting sentences and sly little Oxford
commas devoid of a form. 

Caroline took our word cloud and made it into a story.  

Where did her vision come from? The groovy, hand-written “Melange font” (did you know that Caroline drew every
variation and appearance of that “font” by hand on her roommate’s iPad?), the psychedelic patterns, the wavy lines, the
Melange blender logo, and even the quotes on the back cover (my personal favourite was the emotionally loaded “Bye!” of
our final issue in 2021).  Caroline, Caroline, Caroline! Hours and hours spent on a suspiciously sourced Canva Pro account in
the depths of the first COVID Winter, helping our team to fulfill its dream of releasing an issue every month. 

The editors want to thank Caroline from the bottom of our hearts. I know that that’s a cliché, but if she were laying out this
piece she’d probably insert a wicked design of melting heart at the bottom of the text border and make my mediocre words
look golden. That’s the trick, reader—the true mastery of a college zine is in the layout.  

And so, reader, we will miss Caroline’s rainbow striped sweaters, her impeccable taste in vinyl records, the remarkably
steady hand that she achieves through the inhalation of the fresh air at her aunt’s cottage in Georgian Bay, and above all
else, her unique artistic vision. Although she is gone, her seventies-yearbook/Agora-inspired aesthetic will remain. And, as
Caroline would have wanted, we will stay quirky, stay groovy, stay gaga, and all mixed up. We wish Caroline the best of luck
in her next venture as the layout editor of the legendary ArtSci yearbook, Abstract, and bid her adieu.   

Adieu, adieu, adieu! 

                           

This Is Good Luck, But Not Goodbye 
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The Melange

 Add Songs - " What was the last book you read for fun?" 

Anxious People by Frederik Backman
Alexandra Jennings, Level II 
Journalist 
 

Anne’s House of Dreams by L.M. Montgomery 
Amanda Dam, Level II 
Layout Editor 

 

20 likes    2h 45min.

The Kingkiller Chronicles, Day 2: The
Wise Man’s Fear by Patrick Rothfuss 
Anitra Bowman, Level III 
Journalist 

 “RIP, I actually can’t remember” 
Ariella Ruby, Level IV 
Editor 
 

“I literally can’t remember the last
time I read for fun.” 
Audrey Wu, Level III 
Illustrator 

 “A blur of truly awful YA novels over
the summer.” 
Charlotte Johnston, Level III 
Journalist 
 

Orlando by Virginia Woolf 
Emily Louro, Level IV 
Editor 

 

Migratory Birds by Mariana Oliver
(Translated by Julia Sanches) 
Elle Klassen, Level IV 
Editor 

 

The Overstory by Richard Powers (“Does
it count if I read it six months early?”) 
Jadyn Westenberg, Level I 
Illustrator 

 

Dune by Frank Herbert 
Graeme Fishman, Level IV 
Illustrator 

 

The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier
and Clay by Michael Chabon 
Gillian Maltz, Level IV 
Journalist 

 

Whose Body? by Dorothy L. Sayers 
Grainne Mangan, Level I 
Illustrator

Beasts of Prey by Ayana Grey 
Jayda Hewitt, Level I 
Illustrator 

“This is so sad. I haven’t read a book
for fun since uni. :,(“ 
Kimia Tahaei, Level II 
Journalist 

A re-read of the Percy Jackson series,
by Rick Riordan 
Maya Zabian, Level III 
Layout Editor 

Good Omens by Terry Pratchett and
Neil Gaiman 
Navya Sheth, Level II 
Editor 

 

home body by Rupi Kaur 
Sneha Wadhwani, Level IV 
Editor 

The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde
(“my real answer”) 
Archie: Married Life but only the sections where he
marries Betty (“my meme answer”) 
Morghen Jael, Level IV 
Editor

All the Light We Cannot See by Anthony Doerr 
Riley Wilson, Level I 
Journalist 

“All Too Well” (10 Minute Version) (Taylor’s
Version) (From The Vault) Lyrics by Taylor Swift 
Victoria Bui, Level I 
Social Media Coordinator 
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Want something of your own to be included in our magazine? We encourage you to contribute to our next full-length
issue in January! We particularly encourage you to contribute if your New Year’s Resolution for 2022 is to submit
something to The Melange 😊.  
The deadline for general submissions from the ArtSci student body will be Friday, January 7 at 11:59PM. You will be
notified about whether your submission meets our content guidelines (see the Melange Manifesto on page i) and
about whether it has been accepted for publication in the January Issue within a few days of the January 7 deadline.
Please keep in mind that we are looking for short written pieces: a maximum page count of two pages and a maximum
word count of 1000 words. You are invited to submit visual pieces too; they do not need to be accompanied by written
text! Please email your submissions to themelangebyartsci@outlook.com and attach them to the email with editing
access enabled for all McMaster email addresses with the link. 
Finally, if you submit your work to The Melange, please note that you will be expected to engage in a collaborative
editorial process with a member of our team to refine your piece for publication; plan to set aside some time for this
process in the week or so following January 7. Editing and refining usually occurs asynchronously and on your (online)
Word Doc.  
If you have an idea for a possible submission but want to get a second opinion before working on it, feel free to contact
anyone on the editorial team directly (Morghen J, Navya S, Emily L, Ariella R, Sneha W, Elle K, Amanda D, Maya Z), or
simply send an email to themelangebyartsci@outlook.com. We can’t wait to see our inbox fill up with your creations! 
P.S.: We are seeking illustrator applicants on a rolling basis! If you are interested in joining our magazine’s creative
team as a visual artist, please send an email to themelangebyartsci@outlook.com with one or two samples of your
work. All you need to do is specify in the body of your email that you are intending to apply to be an illustrator. It is
notoriously easy to join our illustrator team . 
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